VOTING PAPER FOR BOARD DIRECTOR 2020/21

YOU MUST VOTE FOR 16 NOMINEES

IMPORTANT – INSTRUCTIONS FOR VOTING
Please put an ‘X’ in the box beside your 16 choices for BOARD DIRECTOR. This voting paper must be returned to International Inner Wheel office to arrive by 31st March 2020, sealed in the special ballot envelope provided.

LORNA BRADLEY
BAMBI DE CEUNINCK-LEUNCKENS
TRISH DOUGLAS
ZENAIDA FARCON
FARIDA HASHEM
RIA M.T.T. HEIJENS
YANISLAVA ILIEVA
AFAF ISMAIL
MARJORIE JONES
MARJA KYROLA
JUNE MULLER
SANDRA NERETLJAKOVIC
MANIA PAPADOPOULO – FALIDAS
SMITA PINGALE
GEMMA PIONDONI VENUTI
STEFANI ROEDERS-ARNOLD
ABIBMOLA SOWANDE
ROKIAH STAUN
NUR USTAS
ANGELIKA WALDE
MARGARETA WESSLAU
DARLENE WESTRUPP
VOTING PAPER FOR EDITOR/MM 2020/21
VOTE FOR 1 NOMINEE ONLY

IMPORTANT – INSTRUCTIONS FOR VOTING
Please put an ‘X’ in the box beside your choice for EDITOR/MM.
This voting paper must be returned to International Inner Wheel office
to arrive by 31st March 2020, sealed in the special ballot envelope provided.

YEOK SAN CHENG ........................................................................... ☐
KERSTIN JONSON ........................................................................... ☐
NAHID NAWAZ ........................................................................... ☐
VOTING PAPER FOR VICE PRESIDENT 2020/21
VOTE FOR 1 NOMINEE ONLY

IMPORTANT – INSTRUCTIONS FOR VOTING
Please put an ‘X’ in the box beside your choice for VICE PRESIDENT 2020/21. This voting paper must be returned to International Inner Wheel office to arrive by 31st March 2020, sealed in the special ballot envelope provided.

SISSEL HOIHJELLE MICHELSEN

EBE MARTINES PANITTERI

SUZANNE ROBINSON